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PURPOSE & HYPOTHESIS
I want to know if the water will walk. I think 
that the water will go up the towel and go 
down to the middle cup.  

I think water will not move when I use the cloth 
strips.



RESEARCH
I read it in my science experiment book and 
saw it on youtube. I was interested because I 
wonder if the towel is sucking the water and 
putting in the empty cup or is the water going 
against gravity. 



MATERIALS
➔ A paper towel
➔ Cloth strip
➔ Scissors
➔ 6 cups
➔ Food coloring
➔ Water



EXPERIMENT
1. First cut the paper towel in half lengthwise. Foldit in half and make 2 

strips.
2. Fill the 2 glass until it’s full, keep 1 empty.
3. Then put food color in water, I put red in one glass and blue in second 

glass.
4. Put the paper towel strips in empty glass and the in the color water 

glasses.
5. If the middle of the  strips stuck up put the 3 cups apart so it is flat.
6. Wait for 15 mins, 30 mins. Mabe wait a night. 
7. Repeat the above steps with cloth strips  



PHOTOS
With Towel



PHOTOS



PHOTOS
With Cloth



ANALYSIS
Results for paper strip

15 minutes result A little bit of colored water sucked up.

30 minutes result A lot of colored water sucked up.

overnite So much water sucked up that it got in the empty glass.

15 minutes A little water moved

30 minutes A little more water moved up

With Cloth



CONCLUSION
Yes, the water moved, It moved through 
the paper towel and the cloth.

But the water moved slower on cloth.



REAL WORLD CONNECTION
★ When we spill water and need cleaning we use a 

sponge or paper towel or cloth to suck water up.

★  It is also called capillary action plants use it to get 
water from roots to the leaves.
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